Sum rules describing perfect screening at equilibrium in a classical plasma are extended to the time-displaced structure function of an inhomogeneous onecomponent plasma. We find that there are long-wavelength modes which oscillate undamped with a single frequency 03, 032 being an angular average of the squared plasma frequency at infinity. Our results are derived heuristically, allowing also for quantum effects, from linear response theory, and rigorously from the classical BBGKY hierarchy under some reasonable assumptions on the spatial decay of correlations. Special cases are investigated, in particular plasmas bounded by walls of varied shapes.
INTRODUCTION
Let N(q) be the microscopic charge density at a point q of a Coulomb fluid (plasma, electrolyte,...), in equilibrium at the inverse temperature ft. The static charge structure function is defined as (1.1) where ( ) denotes an average over an equilibrium ensemble. In the homogeneous case, (N(q))= 0. The function S is known to obey a variety of sum rules, e.g., the Stillinger-Lovett rules (1) f dq S(q l O)=O (1.2) 1 Laboratoire de Physique Th6orique et Hautes Energies, Universit6 de Paris-Sud, 91405 Orsay, France (this laboratory is associated with the CNRS). The sum rules express the macroscopic property of screening which is possessed by Coulomb fluids. They can be derived by using linear response theory and assuming that an external charge introduced in the fluid induces a polarization charge which cancels the external one. More rigorous derivations using the BGY hierarchy can be given under suitable clustering assumptions.
S(ql ]q2)= (N(ql) N(q2) )T= (N(ql) N(q2) )-(N(ql) )(N(q2) )
In the present paper, we derive a dynamical and quantum mechanical generalization of (1.6) (and some other sum rules), for inhomogeneous onecomponent plasmas (OCP). The restriction to OCP's (i.e., to systems of identical particles of charge e and mass m in a fixed background of opposite charge) has to be made because we use a unique property of these systems: the long-wavelength plasma oscillations are not damped. From a microscopic point of view, this is related to the validity of a dipole sum rule [see (3.30) ]. We can however deal with a large class of inhomogeneous OCP's: we allow the background density Pb(q), a function of the position q, to have a value at infinity which may depend upon the direction/2 in which q recedes to infinity. More precisely, lim .... pb(r, f2) = p~(f2) exists (for almost every 12), with q = (r, t2), r = Iqr, f2 = angles ofq. This allows in particular for OCP's bounded by walls of varied shapes.
Defining the usual dynamical structure factor S(ql, t lq) as the correlation function between the charge density at time t and point ql and the charge density at time 0 and point q, we find the proper dynamical and quantum-mechanical generalization of (1.6). It is Eq. (2.15), which reduces to (2.16) in the classical limit, and to (2.17) in the quantum mechanical static limit; the e5 z appearing in these equations is defined by (2.12) as an angular average of the plasma frequency (squared) copz(g2) at infinity. Note that a system of real atoms and molecules in which the nuclei are treated as fixed is included in our scheme, provided that they are confined to a bounded region of space. This region is then imagined surrounded by a more smeared out background pb(r, if2) which has the limit p~(~2) as r ---~ o0,
In Section 2, we derive our generalization of the Carnie and Chan sum rule by using a linear response argument. We discuss in some detail a number of special cases. Through another linear response argument, we also obtain another family of sum rules involving the dipole moment of the charge structure factor. We also consider the effect of images forces created by a dielectric wall. The key ingredient is the assumption that macroscopic physics has to be valid on large length scales.
Section 3 reinvestigates the above-mentioned generalized sum rules, in the classical case, from a microscopic point of view, based upon the BBGKY hierarchy and reasonable spatial clustering assumptions. A preliminary account of this part has already been published. (4)
LINEAR RESPONSE APPROACH

Generalized Carnie and Chan Sum Rule
Let a system in equilibrium with a hamiltonian Ho be subjected to a perturbation A cos cot, where A is some observable. The linear response of some other observable B, i.e., the change of the average value of B, computed to first order in A, is of the form (5/ Re[zBA(co ) exp(--icot)], which defines the response function 7,BA(co)-We also consider, in the unperturbed system, the time dependent correlation function,
CAB(t) = (A(t) B(O) )T (2.1)
where A(t) and B(t) are the Heisenberg operators associated to A and B, and ~ )v is a (truncated) canonical average for the nonperturbed system, and we define its Fourier transform
The response function and the correlation function are thus related by the fluctuation-dissipation theorem:
where we have assumed that A and B both have the same parity with respect to time reversal.
For our purposes here we choose H 0 to be the Hamiltonian of a OCP (6) and the perturbation as caused by an external oscillating charge e o cos cot located at the origin. Thus (2.4) where N(q~) is the Schr6dinger operator for the charge density at point ql. and N(ql, t) is the Heisenberg operator which corresponds to N(q~)= N(ql, 0).
A=eo f dql ]-~t] N(ql)
C~a(q/(Co) in (2.6)is related through (2.3) to ZB(q)A(CO), the charge density at q. Now, the key point is that the integral Q -= f dq ge(q)A(o~) (2.8) can be obtained by a macroscopic argument which goes as follows:
ReEQexp(-i~ot)] is the total net charge induced in the plasma by the external charge. In the static case (~o = 0), one would have perfect screening and Q + e0 would vanish. In the dynamical case (co r Q + e0 does not vanish because the plasma does not adjust itself instantaneously to the external charge. It is however still possible to compute Q, if we assume that the induced charge density decays fast enough at a large distance R from the origin for the electrical field to be asymptotically of the form
Re[E exp ( - 
Using (2.6) and (2.14) in (2.3), and taking the Fourier transform with respect to ~o, we obtain the final result
This is the generalization of the Carnie and Chan dynamical quantum mechanical case, for OCP's. In (h ~ 0), one finds
fl f dq f dql l-~ll S(ql, t l q) =cos 03t
sum rule to the the classical limit (2.16) In the static quantum mechanical limit (t = 0), one finds In the present inhomogeneous case, where Pb is a function of the position q, which has however a limit at infinity in each direction g2, (2.18) and (2.19) still define a dielectric function at infinity e+(co, Q). Hence, if an external charge eo cos cot is located at the origin, then, by Gauss's theorem, if we integrate E on a large sphere of radius R centered at the origin, we obtain
where E must be of the form (2.9) . This gives at once (2.13).
2,2. Special Cases
The general sum rule (2.15) can be applied to many special cases.
Uniform OCP. For a uniform plasma (constant background density Pb), e5 is the plasma frequency and (2.15), (2.17) reduce to a wellknown long-wavelength sum rule (6 8) : the left-hand side of (2.15) becomes limlk I + o(4rc/Ikl 2) S(k, t), where (2.21) is the dynamical structure factor.
Semi-Infinite OCP. In the case of a semi-infinite plasma bounded by an impermeable plane wall, (the coordinate vector q of a point is now split into the component x normal to the wall and the component y parallel to the wall), the frequency Wedga. Let us now consider a plasma bounded by a wedge: the plasma is confined between two intersecting half-planes; the background density has a constant value Pb inside the wedge, 0 elsewhere. The z axis is the edge of the wedge, and the set of coordinates q can be chosen as cylindrical coordinates (z, r, 0). The frequency cb is where c~ is the angle between the two half-planes; this is an edge plasmon (1~) frequency. It is remarkable that these sum rules have exactly the same form in the general dynamical and quantum mechanical case as in the static classical case: t and h do not appear in the right-hand side. This is so because a slab is essentially equivalent to a two-dimensional electron system, the collective oscillations of which have a frequency ~o which behaves like Ikj 1/2 for small wave numbers. ~2) Therefore, in the small-k limit, these oscillations disappear.
In the case of a classical system, a more complete description of S in the small-k limit has been given by Baus, ~21) for a two-dimensional system of electrons. We believe that his results also hold for a slab of finite thickness, after S(xl, k, t lx) has been integrated upon xl and x. The results of Baus go beyond (2.33) and give information about terms of higher order in k.
Cylinder. Similar considerations apply for a plasma confined in a cylinder with a cross section S of arbitrary shape but finite area. Again, (5 vanishes. We now split the set of coordinates q into z parallel to the cylinder direction and r parallel to its cross section (in the present paragraph, r is a two-dimensional vector). In terms of the one-dimensional Fourier transform 
S(rl, k, t ] r) ---dz exp[ik(z -
z~
t~ Isdr fsdrl S(rl, zl, t l r, z)
has in its asymptotic form, as Izl-z[ ~ ~, a term
(plus perhaps oscillating terms coming from possible singularities for finite real values of k).
Again these sum rules are the same as in the static classical case/~3~ owing to the fact that the frequency co of the collective oscillations goes to zero with k (like Ikl Iln ]k[lm).
Dipole Sum Rules
The sum rule (2.15) was obtained by analyzing the linear response to the radial electrical field of an external point charge. We now turn to another family of sum rules which can be obtained by analyzing the linear response to a homogeneous external electrical field; these sum rules involve the dipole moment of the pair correlation function.
For a uniform plasma, we would get once more the Stillinger-Lovett sum rule. Thus, we turn to other geometries.
Semi-Infinite OCP. We want to consider again the semi-infinite plasma with the background density (2.22). This semi-infinite geometry can be obtained as the limit of a slab geometry, in which the plasma is confined between two parallel walls at x = 0 and x = L; the limit L ~ oe will be ultimately taken. We choose the perturbation as caused by charging the walls at x=0 and L with oscillating uniform surface charge densities + c~ cos ~ot. Thus
We look at the response of the charge density at (x, y = 0)
The quantity Re[a exp(-i~ot)] is the surface charge density induced in the plasma along the wall at x = 0 (as L becomes large, we actually expect this charge to be localized near the plane x = 0, i.e., ZBc~.4(~o) will have a fast decay as x increases; thus the precise value of the upper integration limit in (2.39) is irrelevant. An opposite charge will be localized near the plane x = L). Therefore, a can be obtained from a macroscopic argument, either by the same kind of reasoning as the one leading from (2.8) to (2.13), or, more rapidly, by using the dielectric function (2.18) and equating two alternative expressions for the electrical field in the bulk, after the limit L ~ oo has been taken:
(where ux is the unit vector along the x axis). Thus we obtain at once 2 cop (2.42)
where cop is the bulk plasma frequency (4~pbe2/m) 1/2, and, from (2.3)
This is the generalization of the classical static dipole sum rule at a wall.(3, ~4)
OCP with Two Densities. We now consider the two-density plasma with the background density (2.26). Let
be the plasma frequencies in the two regions. Choosing again the perturbation as caused by charging the plane x = 0 with a surface charge density c~ cos cot and the plane x = L with the opposite charge, we can follow the same steps as in the previous paragraph, except that now o must be defined
because there are induced charges on both sides of the wall at x = 0. Thus we now obtain
and by a similar reasoning in the region x < 0,
In the classical static case, these dipole sum rules (2.46a) and (2.46b) reduce to
We expect (2.47) to be valid also at the interface between two multicom-ponent plasmas. Note also that by combining (2.46a) and (2.46b) one obtains a sum rule for the total dipole moment
dx dym J dxl xl S(xl, Yi, t f x)
--oo oO
In the classical static case, the right-hand side of (2.48) vanishes, as it should since we expect the dipole moment f~dXlXlS(X,, ylJx) to vanish in a conducting medium, i.e., when the charges can adjust to give a good decay of correlations. (~5) The sum rules (2.43) and (2.46) can also be obtained by looking at the response to the radial electrical field created by a charged sphere of radius R; the limit R---, oe is taken at the end of the calculation. This approach, similar to the one which can be used in the classical static case,/14) is formally more correct for taking the thermodynamic limit.
Image Forces
Image effects can be incorporated in the above results about the semiinfinite plasma. We now assume that the semi-infinite plasma, which occupies the region x > 0, is bounded at x = 0 by a plane wall with a dielectric constant e w-We only consider the case when e w is finite.
Tile changes to be made in (2.15) 
MICROSCOPIC THEORY
In this section we show that the dynamical sum rules previously derived from linear response and macroscopic screening arguments are exact consequences of the microscopic dynamics of the correlations. We treat the classical case: the quantum mechanical situation can be studied by analogous methods.
Time-Dependent Correlations
Let u = (q, p) denote the position and momentum coordinates of a particle, and U= (ul ..... u,), V= (vl,..., vk) sets of particle coordinates. The time-dependent correlation functions involving n particles at time t and k particles at t = 0 are defined by
p(U, tl V)=l[ ~ 6(u~-~,,(t))"'6(un-fii.(t))] il~ "'" Pin
Jl~ "'" ~jk ~i(t) = (qi(t), pi(t)) are coordinates of the ith particle at time t under the classical evolution, and (...) is the thermal average on initial conditions ~i(0) = fieFrom the stationarity of the equilibrium state, we have the symmetry relation p(f, t l v)=p(v, -tl u) (3.2) When the set V is empty, the correlations reduce to their equilibrium (timeindependent) values
where P(ql,..., qn) are the usual equilibrium configurational distributions. A quantity of particular interest is the position and momentumdependent charge-charge correlation
from which we recover the configurational part (2.7) by integration over the momentum variables S(q, t l q,)= f dp f dpl S(q, p, t] ql, Pl) (3.5)
(In the sequel, we simply suppress momentum arguments in the correlation functions when they have been integrated out). More generally, we define the excess charge density at time t, when particles were fixed at V=(q~, p~;...;q~, Pk) at t=0, by e (3.9) /5 is the momentum of an elastically reflected particle at q on the boundary c~D of D, with incident momentum p.
We assume throughout this section that the time-dependent correlations (3.1) exist in the thermodynamic limit and satisfy the BBGKY equations for all times.
Decay Properties. We introduce the truncated correlations defined in the usual way (3.10) pT (ul, u2, t 
Pr(Ul, t l V)=p(ul, t l V)-p(ul) p(V)
At t = 0, these functions are a product of Maxwellians in momentum space and the equilibrium Ursell functions in configuration space. The latter are known to have good cluster properties in many cases, e.g., for an homogeneous OCP in the Debye-Htickel regime, they decay exponentially fast at large distances. (~9)
We now assume that the time-dependent correlations still have reasonably good cluster properties. In particular we make the following assumptions for the homogeneous OCP: for fixed q, t, V. This insures the existence of the second moment, so the kinetic energy density is finite. The charge density Pr(q, t l V)= [ dp pr (q, p, t 
(3.14)
for fixed t and V.
(iv) The three-point integrable on two variables truncated spatial correlations are jointly
I dql f dq Iql IPr(ql, q2, t l q)l < oo (3.15)
These cluster properties although not proven for any case, are in agreement with the small time expansion of the correlations; see Appendix B. [Notice that the density-density and density-momentum correlations (3.14) are expected to decay faster than the momentummomentum correlations which are presumably not integrable on space for t # 0; see Appendix B. ]
The precise assumptions required for the inhomogeneous systems we treat, i.e., those for which lim Pb(Jq[, f2)=p~(f2) (3.16) ]ql ~ co are more cumbersome to write down explicitly in a concise way; we will generally state them when used. Basically we will assume that their correlations converge sufficiently rapidly to those of the homogeneous OCP with density pb(Q) whenever all particle coordinates go to infinity in a fixed direction f2 (see Section 3.3). We also assume the same properties as in (3.12)-(3.14) whenever q tends to infinity in a direction which is not parallel to the boundary of D. The semi-infinite case will be treated more explicitly in Appendix D.
Dynamical Equations. It will be useful to write the equations of motion in different forms. We first write the equivalent of (3.7) for the truncated functions. Substituting (3.10) and (3.11) in (3.7) gives
-~Pr(Ul, t [ V)= -Pl" Vq, pr(ul, t] V)-eE(ql)'Vp~pT(ul, t l V) m -eZ[Vp~p(u~)] "fD dq2 F(ql -q2) Pr(q2, t ] V)
r -eZJ dq2F(q~-qz)'Vp, pr(ul,q2, tl V) (3.17) In obtaining (3.17) we have used the equilibrium BGY equation
fl-1Vq~p(ql) = eE(ql) p(q~) + e 2 f,~ dq2 F(q~ -q2)[P(q~, q2) -P(ql) P(q2)] (3.18)
to cancel the contribution of time-independent terms. The evolution of the average of a momentum-independent function f(q) is obtained by integrating out the momentum in (3.17). The integrals of the Vpl terms gives no contribution because of the decay (3.12); thus we get (3.19) In the partial integration, there is no contribution at infinity by (3.13) and the surface contribution [. oD f(q) &r" ~ dp(p/m) Pr(q, P, t ] V) vanishes because of the reflection condition (3.9) [for q ~ ~D, change the variable p-~/5 and use with (3.9) the fact that p' d~ = -/5. d~].
Ot D dqf(q)pr(q't] V)=--fD dq f(q) Vq" f dpPpr(q, p, t I V) m P = fD dq[Vqf(q)]" f dp m Pr(q, P, t I V)
Finally, we find from (3.9), (3.17), and partial integration on momentum, that the second time derivative is given by 
02ID -~ dql f(ql) Pr(ql, t I V) =e---m~dql[Vqlf(ql)]'[O(ql)~dq2F(ql-q2)pr(qz, t ' V)]
+ --dql dq2 Vq~f(ql)f(ql -qa) Pr(q~, q2, t I V)
(3.23) m
Charge and Dipole Sum Rules
As mentioned in the introduction the plasma phase of the OCP is characterized by a set of sum rules expressing the perfect shielding of local charges(15'2~ in particular the static excess charge density of a (locally in-) homogeneous plasma carries no multipoles, i.e., with (3.6) efdq~(q) pT(q, t=01 V)=0 (3.24) where % is a harmonic polynomial of order L The case l= 0 (resp. l= 1) corresponds to the charge (resp. dipole) sum rule discussed earlier. We now look at the time-dependent generalizations of (3.24) from the point of view of the (formally) rigorous microscopic BBGKY hierarchy.
Charge Sum Rule. Choosingf(q) = 1 in (3.19) gives immediately ez dqpT(q, tl V)=0
Hence, with the initial condition (3.24) for l= 0, we find e fDdqpr(q,t I V)=0 for all times, or equivalently, with the symmetry (3.2), (3.25) 
e fDdq pr(V, t l q)=O
We therefore conclude that the charge sum rule remains true in the course of time for a general inhomogeneous OCP and for arbitrary positions and momenta of initial particles.
It is shown in Appendix C that the higher-order multipolar sum rules l>~ 1, k>~2 are not valid for tr There is however one exception: the dipole sum rule in the uniform OCP, which we shall now prove. (3. 
~t2 f dql f(ql) PT(ql, t I V) = -aflp f dql f(qt) PT(ql, t [ V)
Vq . F(q) = 4~(q).
If we now choose f(q)= q, the term (3.27) is the integral of a gradient which vanishes by the clustering (3.13 
fdqlql2S(q't[O)=fdqf dql S(ql, tlq)
_-fl-i cos COpt (3.31) In the uniform OCP, the Carnie and Chan form (2.16) is identical with the second moment expression. It is useful to treat this case first since the same methods will apply also to the inhomogeneous OCP treated in the next subsection.
We take f(ql)= 1/Iqll, V=(q, p) in (3.26) and integrate over the position q and momentum p of the initial particle. We will establish below that, as a consequence of (3.25) and (3.30) the terms (3.27) and (3.28) vanish for all times, i.e., 
fdq{fdqlf dpl(pl.f(ql))(pl.Vqlpr(ql, pl,t[q))}=O
fdq{;dq~fdq2F(ql)'F(ql-q2)pr(q,,q2, t[q)}=O (3.33)
Then, with the definitions (3.4), (3.5), Eq. (3.26) reduces again to the simple differential equation (3. (3.38) give no contributions at infinity.
dq f dql [-~l[ S(ql, t l q)= -c@ f dq f dql l-~l[ S(ql, t ] q)
Dynamical Sum Rules in the Inhomogeneous OCP
We consider in this section a general inhomogeneous OCP with an asymptotically constant background density (3.16 (3.41) be the potential at ql due to the distribution S(q2, t lq) for fixed q. We have ) Oxod
We shall assume moreover that for fixed q~, r q, t) is integrable with respect to q and the integral is a uniformly bounded function of ql, i.e., fo dq r q, t)= fo dq r q, t) (3.45)
t) = -&z fo dq S(q~, t[ q)=0
To establish (2.16) we set again f(q~) = 1/Iq~l, v= (q, p) in Eq. (3.20) and integrate it on q andp. We will show below that under some additional integrability conditions all terms in the right hand side of (3.20) vanish except the first one. Thus we are left with ~t2 fo dq r q, t) 
Poo (12) m r~oo m It remains to explain why the terms (3.21), (3.22), and (3.23) vanish. Consider first the simple case of a local inhomogeneity: p~(12)= p~ is independent of 12. Let p(r ~176 be the correlations of the uniform OCP with constant background density p~, and use the fact that the pure bulk contributions (3.32) and (3.33) vanish to write the terms (3.22) and (3.23) as
dq{f dql f dpl(pl"F(ql))[pl " Vq,(nr(ql, p~, t l q)-p(r~)(ql, pl, t dq { f dql f dqz F(ql) " F(ql -q2)(Pr(ql, q2, t l q) -P(r~176 q2, t q))]} (3.50) (3.51)
If spatial arguments in Or-P(r ~) are far apart, both Pr and p(r ~) vanish by clustering; when all arguments tend simultaneously to infinity in the same direction, pr-p(r ~) tends to zero because of the convergence of the correlations of the inhomogeneous system to those of the uniform one. We assume at this point that this convergence is sufficiently fast to have the integrands (3.50) and (3.51)jointly integrable in all spatial variables, so that we can permute the q and the other integrals. Then these terms vanish in view of the charge sum rules (3.25). In (3.21), one has E(ql)= O(1/[q~ [ 2) and thus [Vqt(l/]ql I )] .E(ql)= 0 (1/[q114) . Hence with (3.14) the integrand is jointly integrable in q~, q. Performing the q integral first, we get again zero by the charge sum rule.
In the general case, we define p~r ~ the correlations of an uniform OCP with constant background density po~(t'2). It follows from the rotation invariance of the uniform state that the brackets in (3.32) and (3.33) depend only on Iql. We have for instance from (3.33) for each fixed s
and a similar identity corresponding to (3.32 (3.52) Assuming the joint integrability of the first moment of the difference of the semi-infinite and bulk structure function, we can permute the x and Xl integrals in the first term of the right-hand side of (3.52). Doing this and applying then the charge sum rule (3.25), the contribution from the semiinfinite system on the right side of (3. fo o fo o ;
--oo (3.53) results simply of the bulk second moment relation (3.31), and this gives the classical limit of (2.43).
With a treatment analogous to (3.52) for the half spaces x~ < 0 and xl >0 in the OCP with two densities, we get by the same reasoning the classical versions of (2.46a) and (2.46b).
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We thank A. Alastuey and M. L. Rosinberg for stimulating discussions. This research was supported in part by AFOSR under Grant No. 82-0016C at Rutgers University and the Swiss National Foundation for Science. We now assume that the curly bracket in the left-hand side of (A5) goes rapidly to zero as rl increases, since we have substracted all contributions except those from the neighborhood of the edge. Thus we can replace K0 by its leading term for small Ik[ rl
Furthermore, the curly bracket in (A5) vanishes at k=0, because of the perfect screening condition Since the bulk and surface contributions on (A5) have a faster decay, and assuming that the asymptotic form of S with respect to z -zl is unchanged by the integration upon the variables r, 0, rl, 01, we obtain (2.31).
APPENDIX B: TIME DERIVATIVES AT t=0
We compute the first and second time derivative of the correlations at t=0. For simplicity, we consider the homogeneous case P(q)=Pb, E(q) = 0. The calculation involves the following steps.
(i) We single out the contribution of coincident points in the equilibrium correlations: 
APPENDIX C: SUM RULES AT tr
To investigate the validity of the higher order sum rules (1>/1) at t :/= 0, we explicitly compute the time derivative of the excess particle density at t=0. Separating the Maxwellian distribution from the configurational part, and using the fact that the average equilibrium momentum is zero, Eq. (3.19) gives for t = 0 [with V= (ql, P~ ;-..; qk, Pk)]
e~-~-f dqYll(q) pr(q,t I V)t=0=eli~
The right-hand side of (C1) with 14:0 [Y/;(q)r is obviously not zero, for a general V, showing that the higher-order multipoles are not conserved when we specify an initial distribution of particles with arbitrary velocities.
If we only specify the initial positions (averaging over Pl ..... Pk), (el) vanishes, and we have to discuss the second-order time derivative. We consider the homogeneous case p(q)= Pb, E(q)= 0 and find from (3.20) 
In the uniform OCP, (C5) vanishes in the following three cases: (a)/=0, all k, corresponding to the charge sum rule (3.25); (b)l= 1, all k (because of the translation invariance), corresponding to the dipole sum rule (3.30); (c)k= l, all /, corresponding to the spherically symmetric structure function. In all other cases (C5) is in general not zero, showing that the multiple sum rules for l~> 1, k ~> 2 cannot hold in the uniform OCP at tr
APPENDIX D: SEMI-INFINITE PLASMA
We discuss in some details the conditions (3.42) and (3.43) as well as the terms (3.50) and (3.51) for the semi-infinite OCP. Similar arguments apply to the OCP with two densities.
The working hypothesis is that the difference of the semi-infinite and bulk structure functions are jointly integrable in x~, Yl and x > 0, i.e., 
f? dx f dXl f dyl [O(x~) S(xl, Yl,
is integrable in y and x>0. Integrability on x is insured by (D1).
Moreover, since S(x2, Y2, tlx)-S(~)(x2, Y2, t l x) has no dipole in the y direction (because of the y ~ -y invariance), the potential (D2) decays faster than 1/lyl 2 as [Yl ~ oo providing integrability in the y plane. We show that the terms (3.50) and (3.51) vanish in the semi-infinite OCP. We define as in (3.35) and (3.36) h(ql, t l q) = f dpl p~ [O(xl) 
where the y integral has been performed: S dy xj(x 2 + y2)3/2 = 2~z sign xl.
The term (D9) is the y integral of the gradient of a potential which is o(1/lyl) because of (D5): hence it vanishes.
The term (D10) is explicitly
~ ID,,,
In the last term of (Dll), the x integral has been extended from -or to + ~ by the space reflexion symmetry of the homogeneous state, Then both terms of (Dll) vanish because of the charge sum rule (3.25) . This proves that (3.50) does not contribute to the equation of motion in the semiinfinite OCP. The term (3.51) is treated in the same way with h replaced by g.
